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INTRODUCTION
Robots seem to be natural candidates to be used as actors in
theatre plays. The interest in robotic actors in performance led
to several publications [1–3] and was also included in HRI
2012 conference video session [4], [5].
Between 19th of June 2012 and 1st of July 2012 Free
Theatre Christchurch in collaboration with the HIT Lab NZ
(University of Canterbury) performed a devised play “I Sing
the Body Electric” for general audiences, directed by Peter
Falkenberg. The plot was based on the infamous Don Juan
legend. Don Juan is perpetually interested in the process of
seduction; as soon as he “attains” a woman, he loses interest
and proceeds to seduce the next. In this respect, we first world
citizens are like Don Juan with respect to technology: never
satisfied by what we have attained, and always looking to the
next seduction. The production explored this theme via the
latest interactive technologies.
Before the audience entered the immersive performance
space, in the foyer space, two NAO robots performed an
“overture” to the performance, reciting some stanzas of Walt
Whitman’s poem known as “I Sing the Body Electric” [6].
The stanzas referred to unique qualities of female and male
bodies, which were “illustrated” by the robots’ actions,
although these illustrations became increasingly insufficient,
as the text progressed from “hips” and “bend of legs” to “loveflesh swelling and deliciously aching”. The perceived gender
of the robots was manipulated by the color of their LEDs,
voice shaping and movement. The “male” robot described the
body of the “female” robot and vice versa. Finally, to
astonishment of the audience, the gender of the robots was
swapped: the “male” robot became “female” and “female”
became “male”.
The video was recorded on the first day of the play during
the première. It shows the audience’s reaction to the robot
“overture” and some of the verses recited by the robots.
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